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A STUDY OF FIFTEEN CASES 
of 
ALCOHOLIC DETERIORATION 
From Danvers State Hospital, Hathorne, Massachusetts 
INTRODUCTION 
This is a stu~ of fifteen cases which were diagnosed at Danvers state 
Hospital as Alcoholic l'sychods: ChroniC Deterioration. 
The purpose of the stu~ is to see what common factors can be found 
within this selected group of cases, especially social factors. From what 
sort of families did these alcoholics come? Was there a precedent within 
the family or evi dances of a neurotic background? What kind of mates did 
th~ choose, if ~, and with whom did they associate? What were they so• 
cially and professionally before hospitalization and on what level did they 
adjust afterwards? What did hospital care do to and for them? Did they 
gain enough from a few monthet institutionalization to justif.Y caring for 
them at a cost to the stgte of $7.00 per week? In so far as it is possible 
to fathom the generic drives which led them to excessive use of alcohol, 
what similarities are found among the several cases? 
The reasons for resorting to alcoholism have been variously evaluated 1 
by different students. The chronic users, or abusers, of alcohol are con• 
l 
sidered by Sadler to drink because of something more or less abnonnal in 
their make-up which predisposes them toward some form of insanity • 
2 
Strecker and Chambers feel that there are certain individuals more 
or less predestined to become alcoholics because of a special set of per-
sonality characteristics. 
3 Fleming and Tillotson , in a stu~ of alcoholic patients at McLean 
• Sad er: "Theorfand f ractice of Psychiatry" P. 888 
2,. Strecker & Chambers: "Alcohol---one Man's Meat"• P• 42 
3. Fleming & Tillotson: "FUrther Studies of the Personality and Sociological 




Hospital, did not find any recurring trends or patterns which seemed to bear I 
any etiological relation to heavy drinking. 
1 
According to Durfee drinking becomes a problem when the imbiber is 
unable to :Pold a job, is a nuisance in the community or is a menace in his 
home. He calls those who drink in this fashion "problem drinkers" rather 
than "alcoholics". DurfeEt feels that these troubled t irnes have made modern 
men and women more vulnerable to the aiJpeal of alcohol; that alcoholism is 
not inherited, but that a sensitive system, easily affected by strain and 
intolerant to alcohol, may be inherited. Worry, strain and the need for 
rapid adjustment may be the pitfalls of a modern civilization wh ich ~ake men 
turn to Bacchus' fruit. 
The term Chronic Deteriorated may be better understood by quoting from 
2 
some authoritative sources. It is, aceording to Strecker and Ebaugh ~a 
slowly developing, ethical, volutional and emotional change in a habitual 
drinker. There is ill humor and irascibility or a jovial, careless, flippant 
facetious mood; abusiveness to family; unreliability and the tendency to pre-
varication; in some cases definite suspiciousness and jealousy; general 
les sening of efficiency and capacity for physical and mental work with 
3 
moderate memory impairment." Sadler says: "Alcoholic deterioration is a 
slow and chronic fonn of psychosis Which is ch a~cterized by definite deterio 
ration of the ethical feelings and marked (legenerative indications." 
The chronic alcoholic deteriora ted patients constitute a very small 
propor :Uon . of' our total hospital population. Until 1939 when this study was 
begun out of 36,000 patients admitted since the establishment of the hospi'tal 
in 18'77, there were only 182 cases classified under this diagnosis. Twelve 
percent of this list were women. Some of the patients died in the hospital, 
some have been discharged as i mproved, and some have been transferred to 
===~------====~ ~~==~~~~~~~======================~======= 1. Durfee:: "To Drink or Not To Dri.nk" p. 6 
2. Strecker & Ebaugh: "Praetical Clinical Psychiatry for Student &:. Prac ... 
titioner" P. 219 
3. Sadler: "Theory and Practice of Psychiatry" P. 888 
other institutions. A preliminary analysis has been made of the last fifty 
admissions, dating from the year 1917, and it was found that fifteen of these 
patients were discharged as improved, having been under the observation of 
the .After ... Care Clinic for one year after leaving the hospital. These fifteer 
cases were selected for intensive study, on the ground that the hospital has 
some record of their adjustment during this first year in the community. 
6 
Nama ... :r. D. 
Number - 35005 
Admi ttad ... 19.34 
Age - 54 (?) 
Nationality- American-Irish 
Sax - Mala 
Civil State - Married 
Reli gion ~ Roman Cathol ic 
Case No. 1 
History Given By ~ Wife, sons. 
Total Time in Hispital - Six months 
Number of Admissions - One 
Occupation Prior to Hospitalization- Laborer in bottling concern 
F .AMILY HISTORY AND BACKGROUND 
Both parents came from Ireland when fairly young. Father was a rail-
road employee. He is said to have been somewhat alcoholic· but not so much so 
as the patient. Mental disease in the family was denied. Patient grew up in 
a family of four boys and four girls. Interest in church normal. 
PERSONAL HIS'l'ORY 
Patient was born in Massachusetts, but little is known concerning his 
early developmant. He left school after completing the fourth gr ade and went 
to work in mills. Since 1920, he has been employed in a wholesale liquor 
house, usually in the bottling department. At times he has been employed in 
the tonic department. Although his work has been somewhat irregular, he has 
made enough to support his family. Patient's general health has bean good so 
far as is known. He is married and has three children, all of whom are in 
high school. 
PERSONALITY TRAITS 
He is said to be quiet, retieent, r ather distant, and independent. In 
general, he he. s not spent much time with his family and has not been very 
sociable except \men under the influence of alcohol. 
SOC I.AL IMPLIC ATIONS 
Patient's marital life has not been entirely satisfactory. His wife 




on the social worker was n~ very pleasant. The wife stated that her hus-
band's family felt superior to her. According to the wife's statement, 
patient has spent his money on himself rather than on the fE@ily and at times 
she has had to seek employment. 
O'IHER F .ACTORS 
No mention was made of extra-marl tal relationships, but a posi ti va. 
Hinton reaction indic ates the presence of syphilitic infection. (The other 
laboratory findings were negative, am there is nothing to suggest involve.,. 
ment of the central nervrus system). 
HISTORY OF ALCOHOLISM 
According to the wife's report, patient has always used alcohol to ex-
cess, but she names a two..;.year period, 1931..·1933, when he drank no alcohol 
at all. This was when he was on duty at the tonic stand. When he was sent 
back to the bottling department, he began to drink heavily. His work was 
from 2:00 P. M. to 11:00 P. M. He usually came home around midnight, and it 
was noted that he was very voluble. He habitu:ally slept during the foren oon 
and was ready at 2:00 P . M. to go to work. No ar rests were reported. 
HOSPITJILIZATION 
Four days before admission to the hospital, patient f a inted at his 
work and was taken to a general hospital. There he was diagnosed as a case 
of delirium tremens, and he was brought to this hospital on a stretcher. 
Here, he was reported as being confused, restless, overactive, hallucinated, 
and disturbed. It was reported also that he was in poor physical condition, 
dehydrated, weak, and taking very little nourishment. His speech was inco-
herent and irrelevant. At times he .was irritable and profane. At this tiine :t 
patient claimed that he was fifty-four years old, but his wife said he was 
her a ge, sixty~six. The examining physicians placed patient's age nearer 
fifty-four. 
During his mental examination, it was noted that his mood was fairly 
neutral, quite consistent with his mental content. He spoke thickly and had 
trouble to think clearly and quickly. He was diffident but, complied with all 
requests. He denied having had delirium tremens. He was oriented for person 
but not for place. His memory for recent events was impaired. School and 
general knowledge was in accordance w.ith his education. His judgment was 
somewhat impaire d but he had partial insight since he realized that he was in 
a hospital and was quite sick, ment ally and physically, due to the effects 
of alcohol. 
A month after his admission, patient was observed to be confused., dis-
oriented, and deluded with marked memory disturbances. He was fairly cheer-
6 
ful, however, and said he felt well. His conduct was good. Patient be-
lieved at this time th at there was a bar in the hospital, and tben, stated 
that the bars on the windows were "to keep the peo.ple on tre outside from 
getting in". Patient was cooperative. 
After six months, patient's physical and mental condition improved to 
such a degree that he was allowed out on indefinite visit. 
POSSIBLE ID'IOLOGIC.AL F .ACTORS 
It is reported that patient was not eating nor sleeping well during the 
six~month period prior to hospitalization. He talked in his sleep, usually 
about his work. He may have had some a~~iety, which he did not report to the 
family. 
SUBSEQUENT COURSE OF THE PSYCHOSIS 
patient reported to the After-Care Clinic by appointment for one year. 
He had returned to his fanner employer and was working in the tonic depart-
ment, where he worked six days a week, sometimes ten hours a day. He stated 
that he liked it and was getting along well. He was eating and sleeping well 
On one occasion, he reported that .he could not sleep so he had gone to his 
family physician, vho had prescribed so!!lething to quiet him. Patient did 
not take a drink during the year in which he reported to the clinic. The 
clinic doctors described hirr1 as a pleasant, agreeable, clean and well-dressed 
person. At the last contact, he was working steadily, earning $25.00 a week 
and adjusting well in his home. Patient was discharged from visit a year and 




Case No. 2 
Name - B. s. 
Number .,. 32379 
Admitted - 1934 
Age - 59 
Nationality - American-English 
Sex - Male 
Civil State - Divorced twice . 
Religion - Protestant 
History Given By~ Second ~ivorced wife and brother (By letter) 
Reliability of History - Contradictory 
Total Time in Hospital- Fifteen months 
Number of Admissions - One 
Occupation - Professional 
FAMILY HIS'ro RY AND BACKGROUND i 
I 
I 
Pat ient's father and mother were of New England stock . His father was ! 
a professional man and his mother a language teacher. There ware five 
ch±ldren, one girl who died when she was eighteen of pneumonia and four boys, 
all college men of the same profession or allied businesses as the father. 
Patient was the second oldest. No history of tuberculosis, carcinoma 
mental disprder or familial diseases. Family all protestant. ' 
PERSONAL HISTORY 
Patient was born in Maine in 1874. He was graduated from an accredited 
college in 1908. He established himself in a wealthy .community and was 
successful. He had a large clientele but was neglectfql of it and is report-
ed to have thrown away a "fortune~ by being careless in his bookkeeping. He . 
was eventually suspended from practice because of illegal business and was 
asked t o resign. Patient is believed to have been generally healthy, althou~ 
he suffered mildly 111 th astl:una. In 1904 he had an appendectomy. Patient was 1 
married and divorced twice. The first marriage lasted several years and the I 
d t h long
er There were no children of either union. Patient was \ 
secon no muc · • · 
. man but did not serve abroad. 
an ex-serv~ ce 
PERSONALITY TRAITS 
th "black sheep" of his family. He was lax about business patient lfas e liabl b t 
Pay ing bills or depositing checks. He was unre a a ou matters, whether b 
seeing clients. patient rarely admitted that he might a wrong. 
SOCIAL DAPLICATIONS 
Nothing is known about patient's first marriage, but the second one 
was happy for three or four years until patient began to be interested in 
other women. Once he tried to have h is wife camnitted to a sanatorium as 
"an easy means to get rid of her". Patient was suspended from practice 
because of his illegitimate business practices but still people were loath to 
take action against him until it became a question of his good or the wel-
fare of the community. His second ex-wife kept in touch with patient during 
eight years prior to his admission to the hospital although not l i ving with 
him. 
OTHER F .ACTO R3 
Patient went With one woman after another, most of them women of 
qu estionable reputation. He would El!lbarrass and disgrace his family by his 
affairs. When through with a woman, he would ruthlessly discard her. 
HISTORY OF ALCOHOLISM 
Patient had always been accustomd to drinking. Twelve years prior 
to admission, he had been drinking heavily anything he could get. He drank 
alone. \Vhen under the influence of liguor, he was inclined to be dopey and 
to talk thickly. He was apt to be ugly. 
HOSPIT.ALIZ1!.TION 
When he was fifty-nine years old, patient was admitted to Danvers 
State Hospital on thirty-five-day observation papers, which stated that 1· 
judgrD3nt was poor and that patient had been "a pathological liar" for years. 
He had ideas of grandeur about his abilities. He said that he was in the 
hospital for a rest which he felt he needed because a few months before he ha~ 
had a quinsy sore t:hroat and intestinal flu which had been persistent. He i 
had had spells when he felt quite limp and weak and he had recommended to his / 
physical that he be sent to Danvers state Hospital. I 
On admission, he denied any history of alcoholism. He was slightly 
depressed but anxious to discuss his condition. In a month patient was 
said to have been rather quiet, cooperative on the ward, neat and tidy, 
spending most of his time reading. When, during his mental examination, he 
considered questions silly or too personal he became irritable. He impressed j 
the examining doctor as being soroowhat hypochrondriacal-... stressing headaches 
and generalized weakness. He denied that he was forced to resign but said 
that it was an automatic thing , resigning from his profession after twenty ... 
five years of service. He felt that his con-freres were jealous or him as 
ll 
well as others outsi.de the profession, and they all wculd do him harm. llh 
remote and recent memory seemed to have been impaired. The examining 
physician thought his insight and judgment were fair and mentioned a person-
ality change occurring which made patient more irritable of late. Patient 
was quite cooperative and congenial. He, himself, stated he spent his time 
in the hospital "reading , playing cards, and swapping lies with the other 
patients1t. He went to occupational therapy classes but refused to work, say 
ing the work was too babyish for him to do. 
POSSIBLE ETIOLOGIC.AL F .AC'I'ORS 
Patient denied the use of drugs but his wife and corrnni tting physician 
questioned it. Patient had a fairly marked hypertension but no marked 
sclerosis of the peripheral vessels., 
SUBSEQUENT COURSE OF TIIE PSYCHOSIS 
After. fifteen months in the hospital, patient was allowed out on in-
definite visit in the care of his second ex-wife, who agreed to supervise 
him. He had been getting along satisfactorily in the hospital, quietly and 
cooperetively. Patient reported to the After-Care Clinic a month after 
being out on visit, and the physician who saw him at that time said that he 
was somewhat irritable, especial ly when alcohol was mentioned but was 
euphoric when talking of himself. Patient denied d·rinking and did not give 
evidence of it. He had a slight speech defect. Seven months after that, 
patient reported at the hospital. His speech was difficult to understand at j 
that time, but his mental content was rational. He reported that he was 
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II 
Name ... M. L,. 
Number - 3:52.42 
.Admitted - 1934 
~ Age - 41 
Nationality - American-Italian 
sex - Male 
Civil State - Single 
Reli gion - Roman Catholic 
Case No. 3 
History Given By - Landlady and an acquaintance,. (History somewhat inadequate 
as they knew patient only a short time.) 
Number o~ Admissions - One 
Total Time in Hospi ta.l - Five Months 
Occupation - Barber 
F .AJAILY HISTORY .AND BACKGROUND 
Patient's background and family condition is unknown. It is believed 
that he had no relatives in the United States. 
PERSONAL HISTORY 
Patient was born in Italy in 1893, and came to the United States when 
he was twenty-five years old. He took out his citizenship papers. During 
the l'lar, he was called out for service and was in the cavalry for a few 
days before the armistice was signed. Patient owned and operated his own 
barber shop, but his economic condition was marginal. For the six months 
during Which he was known to tbe informants, patient had not been physically 
ill., 
PERSO.N.U.ITY TRAITS 
Patient was considered "peculiar" when he engaged his room, as he talkec 
louder than necessary. He seemed to be a solitary person. 
SOCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
Patient lived alone in a room, and when asked to leave because of his 
shouting and talking to himself, patient moved into his barber shop and slept 





HISTORY OF ALCOHOLISM 
~uat how long patient had been drinking is not definitely known. He 
was arrested in October, 1930, for assault on a police officer, dismissed 
as not guilty, and in November, 1933, was in court on a charge of drunk~ 
enness from which he was released. 
HOSPITALIZATION 
When patient was forty-one years old, he was se nt to Danvers State ~ 
Hospital on observation papers because people had seen him with his ear to 
the floor of his store as if listening to voices. He would then say, "Do 
you hear them? Talking about me ••• well, I'll soon stop that." Patient bee 
noisy and shouted to himself. For a weak, patient spent the hours 10 P. M,. 
to 3 A. M. walking up and down in his room without clothes on, talking 
steadily in both English and Italian. He stated he could not stop because 
he was broadcasting. He talked of a certain ""John" who was going to kill 
him, who was calling him vile names and ruining his reputation. 
ror the first few weeks, patient was active and excited while in the 
hospital. He had hallucinations of hearing and delusions of persecution. 
Although irritable, he showed no aggressiveness. He was oriented in all 
three spheres, recent and remote memory good, thinking capaei ty f'airly good 
with no apparent trouble to concentrate. Insight and judgment were both 
impaired, thinking he had no mental trouble and that the voices which he hea 
were real. He was sure that he was being the object of malicious gossip all 
over the state. Patient was kept on a disturbed ward f'or three weeks and 
then moved within a month and a half to the parole ward bec-ause of improved 
behavior. After five months, patient was allowed out on visit from which he 
was discharged as "Improved" a year later. 
SUBSE.QUENT COURSE OF THE PSYC IDS IS 
It is reported in the After-Care-Clinic notes that Patient was working 
and felt well. He had his own barber shop and kept fairly busY. He denied 
heavy drinking but said he took an occasional drink. He stated he did not 
mingle with people, rather, living alone and occasionally going to a movie. 
At the time of his last contact, he was excited and resented questions. 
After six months he ex.pressed annoyance. at being requested t .o attend the: 
clinic. He was irritated and resentful of having been c·omni tted to 
hospital and employed a lawyer to find out who sent him here and why• 
15 
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Nana .... w. M. 
Number - 35585· 
Case No. 4 
Admitted .,. Taunton State Hospital., 1931 - Danvers State Hospital., 1931, 1934 
Age ... 52 (first time) 1935 and 1937 
Nationality ~ English 
Sex - Male 
Civil State - Single 
Religion - Roman Catholic 
History Given By - Sister, police and physician. Reliable 
Number of Admissions " five 
Total Time in Hospitals - 26 months 
Occupation ~ Fisherman 
F ..AMIL Y HISTORY .A_l'ID B.ACRG ROUND 
Maternal and paternal grandpare·nts were Nova Scotians, the grandf'ather 
both being fishermen. Paternal grandfather was lost at sea and the maternal 
grandf'ather died of old age. Paternal grandmother was insane and used to ru 
away from home and jump into brooks in suicidal attempts. Father was lost 
at sea and mother remarried. Patient's people have al ways been fishermen 
on a low economic level. The family is Roman Catholic, but patient took no 
i nterest in his church. Patient grew up in a family with three sisters. 
Besides the pa ternal grandmother being insane, an aunt and male ~usin were 
mentally unbalanced, and one sister was diagnosed as Involutional. Melan-
cholia in 1937 at Danvers State Hospital. 
PERSONAL HISTORY 
Patient was born in Nova Scotia in 1879. He came to the United States 
about 1886 and lived with his :ramily in a Massachusetts fishing town. He was 
not a citizen. Patient left school in about the fourth grade because his 
f a ther had been lost at sea, and .: it wa s necessary that he help his faraily. 
Patient had always been a fisherman but \Vorked only spasmodically.. He was 
economically dependent, not having worked fo r two years prior to his first 
hospitalization. General health was good. When he was about fifty years 
old, patient injured his left arm while hoist.ing a sail on a fishing schooner 
and his arm was useless thereafter. Patien.t never married. 
PERs:JNALITY TRAITS 
Patient was of dull mentality and had a decided temper when crossed. 
He was sociable and enjoyed company although his choice o:r friends was of 










Patient lived with his sisters and their families for t .wenty years. 
Because of his disorderly sexual behavior, they sent him to a sailor's re-
treat, where he was a nuisance because he disobeyed rules, drank and annoyed 
the female help. 
OTHER FACTORS 
Patient freely admitted relationships with prostitutes and stated that 
he had lived with a woman as her husband. It is believed tha t patient 
masturbated excessively even ~t sixty-one years of €ge. 
RISTO RY 0 F ALCOHOLISM 
Patient had us~d alcohol excessively since he was twenty-two years old. 
His drinking was usually done social l y and continuously• He had been 
arrested seven times for drunkenness and had served two months in the House 
of Correction prior to his first admission to a hospital. 
FIOSP ri' ALIZATION 
Patient went to the Taunton State Hospital in 1931 when he was fifty-
two years old because he had been dancing about, dwelling upon religious 
subjects, wanting to know what heaven was like and how to spell "God". He 
was neat, t idy and cooperative upon admission. His s~ech showed irrelevance 
and considerable retardation. He was well oriented in all th:ree spheres 
end his recent tnem.ory was good while his rennte memory was only f a ir. He was 
nabla to read but could write his n8I:le. His i nsi ght and judgment ware fair. 
e appeared to be hallucinated and deluded. He admitted he had had the 
"horrors" a few times befOF·e his hospitalization and that he was a chronic 
rinker and would in all likelihood continue to drink. He was discharged as 
"Recovered" from Taunton after nine days, diagnosed Alcoholic Psychosis, 
1 el irium Tremens. 
In eigh teen days, patient was sent to Danvers State Hospital. He had 
een living with one of his sisters in the interim and drinking continuously 
ince his discharge from Taunton State Hospital. He thou ght he was going to 
e killed, and he saw imaginary people who, he believed, were going to kill 
im. In Danvers State Hospital, his condition cleared up rapidly, &nd he was 
iseharged in ten days as "Recovered" ., diagnosis .tUcoholie Psychosis; Acute 
allucinosis in a Mental Defective. His attitude while in the hospital was 
of intere st and sociability. 
Three ye a rs later , patient was sent back to Danvers State Hospi tal from 
==4====== = ======= ====---=- =--=--=··llr---=- ·----=--= 
a city home where he had been living because he couldn't get along with his 
sisters. While there, he had been argumentative and tormenting to the other 
inmates. There seems to be some question as to whether he was drinking or 
not. He was talking to himself, believing that a policeman owed him $1000. 
While in the hospital, he was quiet and well behaved, fairly so~able, but 
spent a good deal of his time alone. He was upon examination spontaneous, 
relevant, and coherent. He said all his troubles were due to excessive . 
drinking which caused hin1 to have "a lot of imaginations"• Remote memory 
was not very reliable and recent memory rather poor. He was discharged in 
a month to one of his sisters as "Recovered". 
In a month, he was back again. He had waited a week after his last 
discharge to start drinking. He imagined that people were talking about 
him. He also wanted to sleep with the cook at the City Home, where he had 
gone for a week prior to admission. He became destructive when refused 
$1.00 and broke a chair and dishes. On admission, patient's speech was 
thick and hard to understand. He was rambling, voluble, and somewhat 
irrelevant. He had delusions of persecution but denied hallucinations. His I 
judgment was poor but his insight fair at this time. Patient was allowed I 
out on visits to the home of his sister twice. First he behaved well and the f 
second time he was overactive and restless. so he was returned by the poli.ce. i 
Ten months after admission, patient was allowed out on indefinite visit from 
which he was discharged as "Improved" a year later. Diagnosis at this time 
was Alcoholic Psychosis; Other Types (Alcoholic Deterioration) • 
The fifth admission was a year and six months after being out on 
visit {or six months after being discharged) from iast commitment. He drank 
infrequent~ at this time but had delusions of persecution, spoke incoherent• 
ly, and was nervously unstable. He accused his sister of incest with her 
son and a half-brother• This last time in the hospital, patient was ti~, 
compliant, ~eeable, and cooperative. His answers were irrelevant, and he 
seemed emotionally dulled. Mental tension, thinking capacity, and concen-
tration seemed to be impaired, insight and judgment defective. On one 
occasion in the hospital, patient became upset when his sister refused to 
take him home with her and threatened suicide. He had to be restrained 
from trying to rip his larynx out. In five months, patient's behavior and 
condition seemed good enough to allow him out on indefinite visit, but he 
was returned in six months because of a drunken brawl in which he was beaten 
up. After fifteen months from the d.ate of the fifth admission, patient was 
allowed out on indefinite visit and ·discharged a year later as "Improved". 
Diagnosis at this time was Alcoholic Peychosis; Other Types (Alcoholic 
Deterioration). 
POSSIBLE ETIOLOGICAL FACTORS 
At the time of the third admission, patient was 
I malnourished and had arteriosclerotic heart disease. 
I 
fifth admissions, physical examination showed marked 
changes. 
considered to be 








SUBSEQUENT COURSE OF THE PSYCHOSIS 
After his last (fifth) admission, patient was seen at the After-Care 
Clinic four times in nine months. He was responsive and talkative. He 
helped with his sister's housework, denied any drinking, and felt well. 
At the last contact with patient, it is said of him that he made a good 
appearance, was neat and clean. He went to the movies, church, and had 
interest in outside activities. He was in good health and mental condition 














Name - D. s. 
Number - 32861 
Case l'lo. 5 
Admitted- 1920 (twice), 1922, 1925, 1929, 1934 (twice) 
Age - 47 (first time) 
Nationality - American-Irish 
Sex - Male 
Civil State - Separated 
Religion - Roman Catholic 
Histor.y Given by -Ex-wife, sister, landlaqy, police, friend, neighbors, 
cousin, and half-brother. 
Number of Admissions - 8 
Total Time in Hospital -Four years, nine and one-half months 
Occupation - N~son and contractor 
FAMILY HlSTORY AND BACKGROUND 
Mother ani father were born in Irell.and. Father died ot pneumonia in 
1920. Mother is living and well. Patient had four siblings. One brother 
and one sister are dead, cause unknown. Two sisters are living. Neither 
the mother nor the father drank. One cousin was in an asylum in Ireland. 
Family was Roman Catholic. 
PEBSONAL HISTORY 
Patient was born in Ireland, in 1872. He had practically no schooling 
but studied and read by teaching himself. He came to this countr,y in his 
early twen.ties and worked chiefly as a stone mason. He was considered to 
be an excellent plasterer and was a well-known contractor. At one time, 
patient owned two houses. When not under the influence of liquor patient 
worked steadily and earned a good salary. Patient's general health was good. 
He had pneumonia severely in 1892, when about twenty-seven years of age. 
When he was twenty-five, he married and for a while was "a good provide~ and 
a good husband", then he began to drink excessively and to be unfaithful 
so his wife got a legal separation, after twelve years of married life. 
!here were no children. Patient was not a citizen, although he was in 
the home guard during the World War. 
PERSONALITY TRAITS 
'l'he police thought him to be an industrious, hard-working man. 
Patient had a good disposition and was not irritable when intoxicated. One 
landla.Oy felt patient was "a notorious liar". 
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tremulous, noisy, seeing things, and he.aring voices. On the fifth day, he 
improved and recognized that he was hallucinated from drinking. He continuec 
to progress and was cooperative, pleasant, and a good worker. A diagnosis 
of Alcoholic Psychosis; Acute Hallucinosis was made. He went out on a 
visit after nineteen days and was discharged as "'Improved" a year later. 
One year and eight months later, patient was back again. Patient had 
been drinking for a weak, at first nauseated, then became nervous, and 
thought a crowd of men, women, and children was following him. He gave 
himself up to the police. On admission patient complained of being followed 
by men and claimed his cut face was from a fall in the bathtub, Health 
seemed rather poor. In fi~teen days, patient was considered sufficiently 
recovered to be allowed out in hiB own care on visit. 
In three months, he was back voluntarily, apprehensive . and tremulous. 
He recognized signs of Delirium Tremens, seeing brown cats, hearing voices. 





Two years and six man ths to the d ay of leaving the hospital found j 
patient again at Danvers State Hospital, also again seeing animals and imagin~ 
ing people were after him. On admission, patient talked to himself and to 1 
his wife, who was not there, and was excited. In two days, patient was 
oriented, quiet, pleasant, cooperative, and denied hallucinations and delusio s. 
In ten days, he was allowed out on visit as recovered from Delirium Tremsns 
and discharged from visit a year later. 
Four years and three months after leaving the hospital, patient was 
back, deluded and hallucinated. He had been drinking and not eating• His 
friend. feared he might come to harm. On admission it was noted he had a \ 
very flushed face, generalized tremor, and unkempt. He had visual hallucina- 1 
tiona of animals and insects and was disoriented as to time and person. ·1 
The third day note found him tidy, cooperative, coherent, spontaneous, and 
still hallucinated and deluded. The mental examination said of him "~uiet, 
happy, old man, lying in bed, cooperative but not spontaneous, disoriented 
in all spheres, irrelevant and incoherent", He knew his trouble was due to 
excessive alcohol, one and a half pints a day, loss of appetite and sleep. 
Recent and ~ote memory were fair. In eight days, he was diagnosed as "Not 
Insane". 
In one month, patient returned. He had spent the first week out of the 
hospital Without alcohol and then started to drink. He was noisy, vulgar, 
and had drunken women in his room. When his landlady asked him to move out 
because he owed $ 86.00 back rent and was disturbing to other tenants, patient 
threatened to hit her. She called the police. At the police station, it was 
discovered be was hallucinated and had tremors. The third day note states 
that pa tient was quiet, cooperative, cohe-rent, relevant, not hallu'-'inated or 
deluded, and had insight. The next day, patient was dis·turbed and c onfused 
so was transferred to a disturbed ward. The outstanding thing noted was 
deterioration at this time. A diagnosis of Alcoholic Psychosis; Chronic 
Deterioration was made. In two months, patient had improved enough to be al. 
lowed out on visit, where he ·remained for twenty-five days, and then the 
I police nicked him up for drunkeni!Bss without ha~_lucinati_ons _ or _delusions. 
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SOCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
In the years that patient was known to Danvers State Hospital, he 
lived in rooming houses where he was known by the owners who were aware of 
his alcoholic habits and who looked after him. Before l ast ad.mis·sion, 
patient lived alone in a two-room basement apartment, cooking his own meals 
and keeping house. His drinking was tolerated until patient became halluc-
inated and disturbed. 
OTHER FACTORS 
Patient~ wife accused him of infidelity and one landlaqy stated that 
he had women in his room with him rauch of the time. 
HISTORY OF ALCOHOLISM 
His wife felt he was alw~s more or less of a heavy drinker, 
intermittentlY at first, then as his intolerance increased, he managed to 
keep intoxicated by one or two drinks a ~· During prohibition, patient 
drank jamaica ginger and synthetic gin. In one rooming house when the 
landlady complained of his loud, vulgar, boisterous, female companions as 
well as his own exuberance and reprimanded him, he threatened to hit her 
but nev er did. 
HOSP ITAI,.IZAT ION 
When forty-seven years old, patient was admitted to Danvers State 
Hospital for thirty da.YS observation. He had had a severe cold and had 
drunk a large quantity of Jawaica Ginger after which he disappeared for 
several deys. When he returned to his boarding house, he was very con-
fused. Ra believed a gang was following him and wanted to kill him. He 
went to the police for protection. They arrested him and sent him to this 
hospital. He was fearful upon arunission, believing he was still being follo 
ed, was confused and disoriented. He was neat, tiqy, and cooperative in 
three d~s' time and without hallucinations. By the sixth~ he laughed 
about his hallucinations. He was industrious and adjusted well to hospital 
routine. His remote memory was good, recent memory prior to admission poor. 
He was oriented in three spheres and showed some insight. A diagnosis of 
Alcoholic Psychosis; Delirium Tremens was made. He was discharged as 
"Recovered" in seven days. 
In six months to the day, patient was reafunitted, hallucinated, 
believing that three men were after him to kill him and wanting police 
protection. Hh landlady said he had been working and, as far as she knew, 






tremulou~_,_E-all~~~nate_~, delu~~-~~-_!'~:' ___ ~o~:--~~- s, patient was markedly 
-------·-·- . . . ··- .... - .. ····- ··------·-·--·-·---------==---==-=--===-=======#==== 
Nine months after admission, he was allowed on four days' · visit without 
mishap. Four months later af'ter trial of four days, patient was allowed out 
to work. He remained out for eleven months before getting drunk and baing 
returned. TWo years and eight months after admission, patient was allowed 
out under supervision of a friend. He was said to have shown considerable 
mental improvement. Nine months was as long as he could refrain from drink .... 
ing and he was returned _in an excited, confused, and incoherent state from 
which he recovered in ten days., One year from last visit or three years and 
eight months af'ter his sixth admission, patient was allowed out on indefinite 
I' 
visit from which he was discharged one year later as ~Improved". 1 
Patient remained out for four years and six months when he was 
apprehended by the police and discovered to be deluded and hallucinated with 
marked tremors. He maintained he had been locked up in a man's cellar by 
the name of Joe. He was confused. In two days he was quiet, pleasant, 
cooperative, congenial, and oriented. Eight months later, patient was 
allowed out on indefinite visit, having been allowed two, one-day v).sits 
by himself, one week, and fourteen day expeditions without mishap. The 
visit was confirmed one year later. 
POSSIBLE ETIOLOGICAL FACTORS 
In 1920, physical examination revealed no sclerosis. When patient was 
examined in 1925, sclerosis of the arteries was observed for the first time. 
SUBSEQUENT . COURSE OF THE PSYCHOS IS 
In 1920 to 192iL, patient reported to the Atter .... Care Clinic four times. 
He was working steadily and was in good physical and mental condition. 
In 1923, he was seen three times. He said he was working as a brick 
layer, making go od money. The work was steady and he looked fit. 
For six months in 1925, patient was observed to be abstaining from 
liquor and was in excellent mental and physical health. He was again working 
steadily, and his memory and orientation ware fair. 
For two years, patient was seen in the Aftor-care · Clini c from August, 1 
1930, to November, 1932, between hospitalizations. He was observed to be / 
I 
neatly dressed, congenial, and industrious. He earned $12.00 a day in 1930, [I, · 
lived with his cousin, had no moods or depression, and was content with lira. 
!Once he voluntarily said be hoped he wouldn't drink again. 
I\ At first patient stated he took "the pledge" and had not touched "a 
drop't since leaving the hospital. He was working intermi tt.ently at brick-
laying and plastering. He was living alone but seeing his sister occasionall~ 
His memory was fairly good, and he was in good health. 
_ _ I 
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saluted. examiner before seating himself and before getting up. His work 
was not steady, but whenever he c ruld firrl work, he was glad to a.ccept it. 
He said he had not touched "'hard stuff" in a year. He seemed to be in good 





Nam - K. K. 
Number ... 35120 
Admitted - 1933, 1936 
Age - {66'?) 
Nationality - American--Irish 
Sex -Female 
Case No. 6 
Civil state - Married twice, separated· 
Religion - Roman Catholic 
History Givan By -Friends, daughter, daughter-in-law, police, employers, 
hospital records, patient her.self'. 
Number of admissions - Two 
Total Time in Hospital - 4 years, 5 months 
Occupation - Professional woman 
F .AMILY HISTORY AND BACKGROUND 
Patient stated that her mother and father were born in Ireland and 
migrated to the United States before her birth. When she was two years 
old, they died, and she was brought up by a cousin, Who legally adopted her. 
Patient was Roman Catholic but married a Protestant outside of ohu:rch and 
so did not attend her own church. The number of siblings is not ascertained 
but one sister is known. Patient said her mother's mental health was im ... 
paired at the time of her death. 
PERSONAL HISTORY 
Birth and education are unverified. Patient was born in Massachusetts 
in 1880. She claims to have been graduated from high school and then to hav 
taken a nursing course at Boston City Hospital from whic·h she graduated. Sh 
is supposed to have done her first nursing during a smallpox epidemic in e. 
hospital, according to :reliable. informants. Patient did nursing off and on 
until 1930, although it was known that she was alcoholic. In 1930 she 
applied for aid, often being refused it because she would ask for money while 
obviously drunk. Her general health was good. When sixteen years old, 
patient married. Of this marriage, there were four or five children. Four 
were living when patient was known to the Danvers State Hospital. Two of 
them refused to have Ep~ything to do with patient but did not say why. The 
other two were alcoholic and known to the police• Patient was separated from 
her husband and in 1914 married another man. In 1926, the marriage was 
annulled in Superior Court because patient's husband was living and not 
divore:ed. Patient'"s first husband used liquor moderately, was considered 
a "fine man'•, and was a successful business man. Patient's second husband 
ran a store. He "was honest and paid his bills"• 
===1:!================-=--"-=::::==-----=-=-=-=--=-=·=· ===---=--=--=--=---=-=--=F===-=-=-= 
PERSONALITY TRAITS 
One informant said that if patient ever told the truth she would 
,.drop dead". She was considered an excellent nurse and reli~ble when not 
drinking. She was usually good-natured aJ.d chee.rful. 
SOCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
Patient lived in the institutions or with tbe families where she 
might be wonting . There was no mention of homes of her own. Patient~s 
elderly friends, as well as two of her children, were thoroughly disgusted wi h 
patient and did not care to discuss her. 
OTHER FACTORS 
Patient is considered to be a "moral degenerate" and to have "hastened 
her second husband's death by abnormal sex practice". 
HISTORY OF' ALCOHOL!m'f 
Patient was alcholic as long ago as 1918, and it is said that in 
1892, while nursing during the smallpox epidemic, she got a lot of 
notoriety by being drunk on duty. She had a long court record from 1923.., 
193&, including fornication, larceny, selling mortgaged property, vagrancy, 
and many arrests for drunkenness. 
HOSPITALIZATION 
When about sixty-six years of age, patient was first admitted to 
Danvers State Hospital on observation f or she was found on a doorstep in a 
stupor and taken to the police station. \Thile there,- she had an epileptic 
seizure. She appeared to be in a complete state of amnesia, was noisy, 
confused, and wandered about the ward. At the time of the mental examina,.. 
tion, about twenty days after admission, patient was confused but relevant 
and coherent. She was emotionally unstable on occasions. She knew her 
condition was due to alcohol. No delusions or hallucinations were elicited 
at any time. She was deteriorated, being unable to remember dates, addresses 
or ages. Her grasp of general infomation, counting, and c·alculation was 
poor. A diagnosis of Alcoholic Psychosis; Alcoholic Deterioration was made. 
She adjusted well in the hospital and worked daily. 
In six months, patient was allowed out against advice in the care of 
a friend for two weeks' visit, and because of' satisfactory behavior during 






this trip af'ter two veeks, she was allowed to go on indefinite visit• Two 
months later she was back, having been intoxicated for a week. One year 
1 after her first admission patient escaped. She had been on the parole ward, 
waiting for someone to come for her. .As no one did, she went herself. One 
month later, the police returned her. In three months, patient was allowed 
t o go on a week's visit over the holidays from which she failed to return 
until two months later whem she was brought in, being hallucinated and under 
the influence of liquor. She was totally disoriented. In two months, 
patient was considered well enough to be out under the supervision of a 
friend. She remained out one day and was brought in with the odor of alcoho 
on her breath, noisy, hilarious, and confused. Two yeQ.rs after her original 
admission, • patient was allowed out on indefinite visit in the care of a frie 
from which visit she was discharged a year later. 
One year later, patient was brought in by the police because she had 
gone to them for lodging. Vfuile there she said she saw a parade in e. 
snowstorm, children, an Indian who danced for her, and animals Who got 
in bed with her. On admis sian, patient was rather confused and had a 
definite amnesia for recent events. She had visual hallucinations and 
still heard voices to which she paid no attention. She had adequate insight 
but poor judgment. She realizes that she should not drink, but she states 
that if she drinks she is the only one to suffer if she has erred. Patient 
adjusted well in the hospitaL She worked hard, was cheerful, neat, and 
tidy. At the time of her yearly examination, she had good insight end fair 
judgment. One year following her second admission, patient signed herself 
out on indefinite visit because her condition showed such marked improvement. 
She was discharged one year later as "Improved"• 
SUffiEQ,UEr\TT COURSE OF THE PSYCHOSIS 
Three weeks afte r baing out on visit for the first time, social 
service worker attempted to make a supervision visit and discovered that the 
woman with whom patient had lived and under whose car a she was supposed to 
be had died and the woman" s husband had become involved with the police so 
the home had been broken up. The patient disappeared from sight. However, 
at the time of her second admission, a letter from the head of an expensive 
preparatory school wrote that patient had worked as a cook, doing also a 
little laundry work from May, 1936, until fourteen days before her second 
admission, a period of siX months in all. She was not disc harged but hired 
only for six months. Her employer said she was an excellent cook and was 
economical. Her employer realized patient was irascible, unstable, and g iven 
to fabrications, which would have bean amusing except for the pathos of it. 
If patient had a little money in her pocket, she would find soma valid reason 
for going to to:wn and would always come back intoxicated so her employer save 
her wages for the last two months to keep her from getting to town. vVhen 
last seen patient .vas working and supporting herself. She agreed to report 












Name ... J. c. 
Number - 33081 
Admitted - 1932, 1934 
Age - 39 
N~tionality - .Ameri can-Irish 
Sex .,... Female 
Civil State ~Single 
Reli gio n - Roman Catholic 
Case No. 7 
Hi story Given By e Aunt, friends, cousin by marriage 
Number of Admissions - Two to Danvers S tate Hospit al 
One to Boston Psychopathic Hospital 
Total Time in Hospital - Two years, eight days 
Oc cup at ion ... Office Worker 
FM,ITLY HISTORY Ah~ BACKGROUND 
Patient's parents were born in the United States of Irish forebe ar§ . ~ 
Patient was one of three children. A sister died in infancy and the other 
sister died when she was seventeen years old from t he grippe. There is 
c ancer on both sides of the family. Father died of tuberculosis and mother, 
who was alcoholic, died of cancer. One maternal uncle was also alcoholic, 
while yet another was diagnosed Dementia Praecox; Catatonic Type and later 
Manic Depressive; Mixed. The family was Roman Catholic. Patl-ent did not 
attend church regularly. Mother and father separated a year prior to father' 
death when patient was five years old• 
PERSCNAL HISTORY 
Patient was born in M~ssachusetts in 1893. At birth she was so small 
she had t o be carried on a pillow. Patient's developmental history was 
normal. She had childhood diseases mildly. When She was five years old, 
she started school• She left in the second year of high school and went to 
a businesssehool for almost a year and then learned to run a comptometer. 
For sixteen years she operated a comptometer for a large conoern. She took 
a leave of absence in wh ich to get rested up and did not return. She went to 
New .York City and worked for a year; then on to Baltimore, Maryland, for a 
short while. For several months before her first admission, she had been 
unemployed. Her general he a lth was good. Between mental hospitaliza t ions, 
patient had a Bartholinian gland excision. Patient was not married. Until 






Those who knew her described patient as being easily led by undesirabl 
friends into "wild parties". She was a good mixer and had many friends. She 
spent money freely. Patient often repented and promised to refonn but never 
could resist an invitation. She read a little but was not musical or . 
athletic and did not belong to clubs or organizations. 
SOCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
Patient lived with her mother, who was re.ported to be alcoholic also. 
When her mother died, six years before her first admission, she moved in with 
her aunt, uncle, and two cousins, where she was well liked despite her 
alcoholic debauches. Often she would be g one for weeks at a time on a 'tspree • 
OTHER FACTORS 
Patient always had many men friends and many love affairs. Patient was 
once engaged to a Cuban, but it lasted only a short time. When twent.y-five 
years old, she had her first heterosexual c antact and had many after that., 
HISTORY OF ALCOHOLISM 
Patient began drinking when she was twenty-eight. At first she coold 
handle it but gradually there came an intolerance to the point that one 
drink would make her intoxicated. It is s aid she would drink anything and 
everything but never drank alone. She was arrested many times but ahvays 
paid her fines. Prior to her second admission, patient was beaten up on 
the wharves because she refused to have sexual relationship with anyone but 
the man with whom she was. She was in the hospital for a week after t h is. 
HOSPITALIZATION 
In January, 1932, when pa tient was thirty-nine years old, she arrived 
home late one night with the odor of alcohol on her breath. She believed her 
aunt and cousins were talking about her and had turned against her. She saw 
people and animals on the wall and a parade of tin soldiers went through her 
room. On admission her memory was impaired. She a&nitted hallucinations and 
knew they were due to excessive drinking. The third day note sP.owec} futer to be 
silly, hallucinated, without insight, and her :judgment was poor. Patient 
agreed to stay for a thirty-five-day observation period, at the end of which 
tirne she was discharged as "recovered" from an alcoholic psychosis; Acute 
Hallucinations, after one month's hospital care. 
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==~================================================~==-------_ 
Two years and a half later, patient was sent to the Boston Psychopathic 
Hospital from a Catholic Welfare Home where she had been for three months. 
She felt that some eirl she had known a long time ago had put a curse on her. 
She feared she was g oing to a "nigger hell". She hit and pounded a little 
girl who was an inmate of the Home. At the Boston Psychopathic Hospital, she 
said she was going to die and could see the devil with a lot of negroes. Her 
remote memory was fair, but her recent memory was defective. The Boston 
Psychopathic Hospital, after an eight day study, found her to be of superior 
intelligence but deteriorated and had her committed to the Danvers State 
Hospital. 
On admission, she was cooperative and friendly. She remembered her 
past hospitalization and stated that there was a malign influence over her 
which made her sexually promiscuous and alco·hoHc. The third day note found 
her still quiet, cooperative, deluded, and sociable. A week later, patient 
was considered by the examining physician to be a little dulled emotionally 
and silly. She cooperated well and in . six months was on the "good" ward and 
working in the Administration Office. A year and a hal:f later, she was 
allowed out for one day. She returned voluntarily without having been 
drinking.. A week's trial '"as granted her which was successful so she was 
allowed out on indefinite visit from which she was discharged a year later 
as "Improved" from Alcoholic Psychosis; Other Types {Alcoholic Deterioration} • 
SUBSEQUENT COURS:B; OF PSYCHOSIS 
As seen by the After-Care Clinic Doctors for ten months af ter visit, 
atient was a~, parently adjusting well. Her aunt felt she was getting a 
religious trend bee au es she said she c auld transform Christ back to a fish • 
. atient lost a lot of weight and didn't seem ambitious to her aunt. She was 
ot drinking at all. At the time of her last contact, patient was working 
and living with a doctor cousin, taking care of children and handling office 
alls. She said it was confining, but she enjoyed it. She showed no 
epression. She said she had to be called down occasionally but stated she 




Narr:e ... J. M,~ 
Number ... 34118 
Admitted - 1932 and 1935 
Age .. 40 
Nationality - American-Irish 
Sex .... Mal.e 
Civil State - Single 
Religion ~ Roman Catholic 
Case No. 8 
History Given By ~ Police, Friends, Landlady and Brother 
Total Time in Hospital - One month and Twenty-two days 
Number of .Admissions ... Two .. 
Occupation - Truck Driver 
FAMILY HISTORY AND BACKGROUND 
I 
I 
Patient's father was born in canada and his mother came from Ireland. I 
Father who had been a teamster, died when Patient was ten, of tuberculosis, 1 d 
his mother died of heart trouble and high blood pressure when Patient was in I 
his middle thirties. One sister and two brothers died of unknown causes in I 
infancy. Patient was the oldest living child, next was a brother who was 
close in the affections of the Patient, and third, a sister who died follow ... I 
ing childbirth in 1932. Heredity of mental or nervous disease denied. i 
!' ~ily was Roman Catholic, ::: w::S::devout. I 
I 
i 
Patient was born in New England in 1892. He completed the sixth grade 
and left, in the seventh, when he was fourteen. He worked as a teamster 
for one company for fifteen years. When they got rid of horses, Patient re-
mained in their employ as a chauffeur. He was laid off a year and a halt" 
before hospitalization due to business conditions. He did odd jobs about 
and once bought a truck but could not make a success of it. Patient had 
always been healthy. Prior to his first admission he fell and broke a 
couple of ribs. Patient never married although he had one girl with whom 
he went steadily,. 
PERSONALITY TRAITS 
Patient had a mild disposition. He liked people and they him. He 
enjoyed the movies. While he was working he saved his money and during 
periods of unemp~oyment he spent it. 
-·---------------------==-=======1:1==== 
-SOCIAL IMPLIC.ATIONS 
Patient lived alone in a cheap rooming house, rent being $2.00 a 
week. The landlady said of it that tthigh .. toned" people did not room there. 
Patient's brother was concerned over Patient's alcoholic habits and tried 
to allot one drink of "good whiskey" to l'atient each day. 
HIS~~RY OF ALCOHOLISM 
From the time he was thirty years old, Pat.ient had used alcohol, 
usually confining his drinking to week-ends and holidays. It did not 
interfere with his work, however. His excessive use of liquor started just 
prior to his first admission while he was unemployed. He said each day 
that he was going to stop and then he would meet men friends and be unable 
to say "no"• He dr~nk BaY Rum daily. Between his first and second 
hospitalizations, Patient was arrested five tims for being drunk over a 
period of one and a half years. 
HOSPITALIZATION 
When he was forty years old, Patient was sent to Danvers state 
' . Hospital for ten days observation. A week before this he had fallen dovm 
a flight of s~airs while drunk and had broken several ribs. The attending 
physician recommended his removal to Danvers as Patient was hearing voices. 
On admission Patient was having Delirium Tremens. The three clay note found: 
Patient disoriented, hallucinated, with partial insight and impaired judgment 
Three days later he was quiet, cooperative and not hallucinated. In nina 
days he was discharged as recovered from his alcoholic psychosis. 
Three- years and three months later Patient was back again. He had been 
arrested and detained in jail for thirty hours, upon release he had fallen 
on the street and was taken to a general hospital where he complained of 
seeing snakes. He was completely disoriented, confused and had to be kept 
in restraint to keep bim from harming himself• 
The admitting physician at Danvers State Hospital found him unclean 
as well as incoherent, irrelevant, disoriented. Three days later he was 
confused and had no insight. He was cooperative and friendly, however, 
and did not have :any hallucinations. A month and a half later Patient's 
brother asked to take Patient home with him and the Staff considered him 
well enough to go. He was discharged from visit one year later as improved. 
POSSIBLE ETIOLOGIC AL :B'.ACTOR3 
For three months prior to his first admission it is known that Patient 
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did not eat very often. He also took a brown liquid medicine to make him 
sleep which is said to have made him drowsy. 
The £1rst time:Q:::.:::: ::.~ar::5:nt to work for his I 
brother peddling vegetables and meats. He was up at four-thirty every morni lg, 
drove to the market, bought his supplies and was in the field before his 
competitors. rfu helped to build up a sizable trade. He bought a c a r and 
for over a year did not take a drink. He started week-end "spree.ing" and 
then his drinking became intermittent and he ended up by being drunk daily. 
After his second rele:ase from Danvers State Hospital reported in 
clinic th a t he was again working ped dling vegetables. He was living in his 
old room but eating regularly. He moved into a more desirable locat ion 
and stated that he liked it better. He felt that he was not. as confused 
as he had been while at Danvers and his brother corroborated t his a nd added 
t hat Patient's men:ory was markedly improved as well. as was his phy s i c-al 
condition. At one time the clinic Doctor found Patient to be confused 
about the date and current events but not about his business duties. At 
that con tact Patient admitted dri nking ale, one or two glasses each evening 
but no more. He said he spent no~t of h is spare time playing "Beano", 
going to the movies or talking with h is brother. At last contact Patient 
was getting along very well. He did not become so confused as he fo rmerly 
had and was able to think easier. He impressed the Physician as being 
menta lly and physically in good condition. 
Name ... H. c. 
Number .;. 34258 
-~itted - 19~, 1936 
Age - 61 
Nationality - American 
Sex - Male 
CiVil State - Marr iedi 
Religion - Protestant 
History Given By - Wife 
Total Time in Hospital 
Number of Admissions -
Occupation ... Wholesale 
Case No. 9 
One month and Eighteen days 
Two 
Busine.ssman 
F AlvTILY HISTORY AI\lD BACKGROUND 
patient's mother and father were New Englanders. Father, who was 
alcoholic; died at the age of fifty-nine of kidney trouble and apoplexy• 
Mother was living and well at the age of seventy-seven. Patient was the 
oldest of three siblings. One sister died of cancer. Family was Proteste,nt 
but were not active church members. Patient's father and paternal grand ... 
fat her were wholesale business men and he followed in their footsteps. A 
maternal uncle is said to have bean alcoholic, also,. 
PERSONAL HISTORY 
Patient was born in a small New England town in 1873. He was graduated 
f rom grammar school and we~t to a private school for a year;. He then entered 
into his father~s business which his paternal grandfather had founded. He 
did well and was well liked by his workmen. He lost the business through 
his dbinking. Patient's general health was fairly good, although as a child 
he had had St. Vitus Dance. 1!fuen he was twonty-fi ve years old, Patient 
married a school teacher. There were no children but there was an abortion 
perforrred b~r a doctor who thought that the wife could not satisfactorily 
complete labor. .After Patient lost his business wife supported the family 
as a bookkeeper. 
PERSONALITY TRltiTS 
Patient is described as dominating person who always had to have his 
own way. He was ' quiet man who had few interests and no hobb ies . Ee was 
inclined t o ls:eep :to himself and was not a good mixer. He worried and brooded 
a lot and til's wire thought that his pride was hurt over the loss of h is 
business. 
===1:1====--===-- ·----- --------·--- -------- - -- - ------
SOCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
From 1930 on Patient's wife was supporting the home. Her hours were 
long and she often worked nights which left the Patient alone during the 
ds.;y and early evenings • Patient said that this depressed him, a1 though he 
was drinking before this time. As a young man, Patient grew up in a home 
where alcohol was used excessively by both his father and a maternal uncle. 
OTHER FACTO$ 
Patient was a nervous, restless, tiP,gety person who had difficulty in 
sleeping (which may have been related to his childhood St. Vitus Dance). 
HISTORY OF ALC OHOL.IS.M 
From the time that he was in his teens; Patient used alcohol, and for 
the ten years prior to admission he .drank continuous~. His drinking habits 
were not known, but when wife would come home from work at ten o 'c.lock each 
night, she would find him in a. drunken stupor. During the interval between 
first and second hospitalization, Patient had no money, so wife concluded 





On the day of his first admission, Patient fell on the street and was II 
taken to his home b,y friends. His wife considered this to be the "last 
straw" as he had been drunk for twenty-four hours contiwously for _almost a 
month. Wife had him sent to Danvers State Hospital. Patient was sixty~one 
the time. On admission he was under the influence of alcohol. He thought 
that it was 1914 instead of 1934. In two days Patient was well behaved, with 1 
out hallucinations or delusions. He was well priented and had good insight. 
His memory was intact. He was considered to be pleasant and friendly, not 
at all irritable, antagonistic, distrustfUl or fearful. After eight d~s 
Patient was discharged as being not insane and diagnosed: "Without Psychosis; 
1 
Alcoholism''. 
In two years Patient was readmitted to the hospital on papers statillg 
that he was "violent, destructive, excited". He was observed to be dirty, 
bruised and had course tremors. He had been drinking steadily for one year. 
His wife discovered him talking to himself and he had asked her to kill 
bugs which did not exist. For two weeks prior to admission Patient had not 
removed his clothes and apparently had not slept much. Wife asserted that 
when she would remonstrate with him, he would throw a ·book or something at he • 
1 At the time of the mental examination, Patient admitted seeing maey black 
cats in his room. He realized that his condition was due to excessive 
drinking but his judgment was poor, for he felt he was not sick and felt 
that he should be discharged immediately. In ten dayd time, Patient was 
quiet, cooperative, eating and sleeping well and had no more hallucinations. 
He was well oriented and had limited insight. One month after admission 
Patient was removed against advice by his wife and discharged as improved, 
a year later. 
SUBSEQ.1JENT COURSE o:B' THE PSYCHOSIS 
Patient reported that he was working as a salesman and was happy and 
content. He denied the use of alcohol although it was smelled upon his 
breath, half of the time when he reported to the clinic. He finally stated 
that he drank a little beer. None of the time was he incoherent, disagree-
able or confused. Indeed, he impressed the Doctors as being jolly, 
sociable and friendly. 
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Nama - W. D. 
Number - 34492 
Case No. 10 
Admitted - 1929; 1930; 1931; 1936 
Age - 50 
Nationality ... JUaerican .... Irish 
Sex - Male 
CiVil State - Married 
Religion ~ Roman Catholic 
History Given By - Wife, Local Physician, Police and Sister 
Total Time in Hospital - Two Years, Four Months and ]'ourteen Days 
Number of Admi ssions -Four 
Occupation - Peddler 
F MULY HISTORY AND BACKGROUND 
Patient's mot her and f ather were born .in Ireland• It is not known when 
they migr ated to America nor what sort of people they were. Mother is supe 
posed to have died of a shock. In Patient's family there were five siblings, 
three boys and two girls. The family were Roman Catholics. One cousin was 
psychotic. 
PERSONAL HISTORY 
Patient was born in a small Massachusetts town in 1884. He left school 
when in the fourth grade to help his widowed mother. He was fifteen at the 
time. His work had been varied. At one time he was a policeman, carpenter, 
he joined the Marines. When known to Danvers, Patient was selling shoe 
polish which" he had made himself. The Department of Public Welfare aided the 
family first in 1918 and from 1928 on the family was dependent upon public ai 
Patient' a general health was good, however, he had two hospitalizations for 
tonsilar abscesses before 1928. In 1929, he sustained a concussion of the 
brain which confined him to a hospital for one month. In 1935 Patient broke 
his leg• Patient did not marry until he was fortywsix years old. They had 
two children. 
PERSONAtiTY TRAITS 
Wife considered Patient a kind father and husband who took a great deal 
of interest in his home and children. She thought him ambitious. His re-
creations were drinking , reading murder mystery stories and listening to a 









Patient's wife was described by social workers and Patient's sister as 
being of low mentality. Wife was protective of Patient and felt that he was 
a fine man. She minimized his driruring and felt sure that there was nothing 
wrong with his mental health. She blamed neighbors, and "trouble-makers" 
for Patient's being sent to Danvers. 
0 THER F .AC 'ID RS 
According to the wife, their marriage was a happy one. There were no 
sexual deviations or extra-marital relationships elicited. Patient was dull 
mentally. 
HISTORY OF ALCOHOLISM 
Just at what age Patient began to drink is not known. He was arrested 1 
in 1924 for being drunk and eleven times within eight months for the same 
offense. He stated that he consumed large quantities of "moonshine" and 
Bay Rum. Of twenty-three listed arrests Patient was once apprehended for 
Assault and T3attery, the rest being for drunkenness. 
HOSPITALIZATION 
In 1929 Patient was admitted to Danvers State Hospital from a general 
hospital because he was depressed, had a flight of ideas and was hallucinated 
He had been picked up a month prior to this with a concussion of the brain an< 
kept for a month in the hospital. An x-ray revealed that there was· no f rac-
ture. In three days Patient was quiet, depressed, disoriented and not 
spontaneous. He refused to work around the wards. Insight was lacking and 
judgment was poor. His remoj; e memory was fair and recent memory good. Again 
in thirty-five days, Patient's condition was sufficiently improved to allow 
him to he discharged as recovered. 
In four months, Patient was readmitted to Danvers from tbe local jail 
where he had been detained for t~Jing to climb a light post, running back 
and forth across the street trying to dodge cars. He was noisy and excited 
upon admission. He was partially oriented and seemed confused. He fell into 
a severe convulsion while in the admitting office. A few days later he was 
observed to be well behaved, cooperative. His conversation was disconnected 
and his memory poor. He had no insight and was convinced that his hospital-
ization was due to a gang in his neighborhood who did not like hbrr. In a 
\Veek he was considered t o be spontaneous, voluble, paranoid but not hallucin-
ated. He was productive on the wards, neat, tidy and cooperative. Recent 
and remota memory were good. He had some insight and his judgment was fair. 
~7 
After thirty-five days of hospital care, Patient was allowed out on visit in 
the care of his wife, and discharged from visit in a year. 
A little over a year later Patient was regularly COillDii tted to Danvers. 
His wife had had him arrested because she was afraid of him. He punished 
the children, ages three and five, day and night, without cause. He denied 
everything When questioned, upon admission but did state that he had bean 
drinking. The three day note describes him as slightly overactive, care ... 
less in dress, emotionally unstable, silly, mildly paranoid and grandiose. 
He was well oriented with a fair memory and poor judgment. Patient became 
excited, overactive and overtalkative after being in the hospital for a 
month. His speech remained constant and incoherent for five months, althou 
he was tidy and cooperative. Seven months after afunission Patient showed a 
moderate improvement, ru_though he was unstable emotionally, had delusions 
of persecutions and was mildly grandiose. The yearly observation note says 
that he was rambling and loquacious, neat, tidy, cooperative and was working 
in the kitchen. His memory was good and he was neither hallucinated nor 
deluded. He was on a parole ward and was granted occ asional visits in the 
care of attendants, his sister and his wife. A year and three mont hs after 
admission Patient went out on indefinite visit and st ayed eleven months in 
his home before being returned. The next seven months i n the hospital found 
him with periodical spells of overactivity but otherwise quite himself. He 
made several visits to the home of his sister and he was finally allowed out 
on indefinite visit in the care of this sister and was discharged a year 
later as recovered. 
Patient remained two years in the community before he was sent back 
here. At home be felt men were chasing him and p_u r suing him. He frightened 
his wife and children by threats as well as by actually hitting them. The 
examining physician found him somewhat shaky but well oriented and his recent 
and remote memory was an righ~, although his insight and judgment were im-
paired. He apparently slipped into hospital routine easily, and, outside 
of being a nuisance to the other patients by his incessant chattering, he 
adjusted well. He was here three months 'and a half when his wife r emoved 
h t m against the advice of' our doctors. He was dischar ged one year later as 
improved. 
POSS IBLE .ETIOI.DGIC.AL FACTORS 
Although Patient's brain injury was felt by the doctors to play no part 
in h i s psychosis, such a traumatic accident mi ght well have made him more 
susc~:P;ible to the effects of alcohol and have .lowered his tolerance. At fift -
e lght this man was remarkably free from sclerosis and he had no cardiac or 
circulatory disturbances. 
SUBSEQUENT mURSE OF THE PSYCHOSIS 
In 1929, when Patient was first discharged, he found work as a janitor 
at $10.00 a week. He worked for three or four months at this and then quit 
==:=!±=-=-=-=-=---------
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because be felt the hours were too long and he was not g iven a promised 
raise. 
During his third hospital experience Patient was in the comnunity for 
eleven months. Sooial Service made a horne visit and received the impression 
that the Patient was drinking and was quite irritable and disagreeable at 
home. The wife was protective of him and denied that he drank or that his 
talk was rambling and incoherent. Patient was not working at that time and 
the family were receiving pub lic aid. Shortly thereafter he came back to 
the hospital. 
After his third hospitalization Patient reported in the After-Care 
Clinic that he was work ing on the Emergency Relief Administration project. 
His he alth was good although he had a fractured thumb and minor bruises sus~ 
tained in a bus collision. He made a good appearance and said he was never 
going to drink again. In the winter Patient broke his leg and was laid up 
f or three months. When he was able to get around he began to drink and was 
subsequently returned to Danvers. 
In clinic his last year, Patient reported, at first, that he was a 
night watchman and was proud of it. On one visit he showed a letter 
complimenting him on returning a pocketbook which he had found. He had 
not touche d liquor in the time he had been in the cormnuni ty and rea lized 
that it would be detrimental for him to do so. When last seen he was not 
working. He was coherent with "moderate volubility but relevant althou gh 




Name - J. A. 
Number ... ~3580 
Admitted - 1917; 1931; 1935 
Age - 30 
Nationality- Lithu~nian 
Sex- Male 
Civil State - Widower 
Religion ~ Roman Catholic 
History Given By - Brother 
Case No. 11 
Total Time in Hospital - One Year and Seven Months 
Number of Admissions - Three 
Occupation - Mill Worker 
F .A1'11ILY HISTORY AND BACirrtROUND 
Mother and father were born in Russia-Li thu8Ilia• They married and 
brou ght up their family of three boys there. In 1906 the entire family 
migrated to the United States. The family were Roman Catholic but Patient 
was not devout. Heredity for mental disorders was denied. 
PERSONAL HISIT'ORY 
patient was born in Russi a in 1887. He attended school for only a 
few years because he was backward and slow. When he was twenty .. one years of 
age Patient came to this country and attended nig)lt school for a few years 
while working i n a shoe factory. Patient worked long hours in one shop. 
A strike occurred and the employer asked Patient to continue to work but 
Patient was afraid for he had been threatened vii th physical violence by the 
'Strikers so he stopped work. Patient was engaged to a girl when he \Vas twen 
nine but the match was broken. Brother felt that thLs was due to Patient 's 
indifference. However, less than two years after his first discharge, PatiBn 
married. His first child was a boy and then his wife died in childbirth, 
eight yea rs after the ir marriage. At this time twin sons were born, one 











As a young man Patient wa s bashful, shy and seclusive. He alway s pre-
ferred to be by himself. He was a steady and hard worker. In his late forti s 
Patient joined a Lithuanian club, and, when some of the men becane interested 
in cornmunism, Patient did likewise. He ~ccasi onally played cards but spent 
most of h is time doing housework . 
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SOCIAL IMPLIC AT IONS 
Patient's marriage was considered to have been a happy one. After the 
death of his · wife, Patient maintained a home f o r his older son and boarded 
the remaining t win boy in a home. In later years Pat ient took in two mala 
boarders one of whom was supposed to have been alcoholic. 
0 'I'IIER :E' AC'l'O RS 
Patient was but five feet t all and was ol)ese. 
HISTORY OF ALOO HOLISM 
Patient drank moderately until he was thirty. After bei ng t hreatened 
by t he st r i kers he began to imbibe . heavily of "moonshine". Before e ach 
ad~ission Patient had been drinking steadily for at least two weeks . Pat ien 
was arrested once in 1920, once in 1922 and a gain in 1929 for being drunk. 
HOSP ri' ALIZA'I'ION 
Pat ient was t hi rty years old when first admitted to Danvers. He was 
depres sed with intermittent crying spells, and seemed fearful and a ppre-
hensive. Ten days later Patient was interviewed and showed dullness, apathy, 
and, throughout the examination, did not change his position. He was 
hallucinated and totally disoriented. His recent and remote memory seemed 
poor. For two months he remained in this condi tion and then he was found 
to be quiet, orderly, industrious and he st ated that his trouble was due to 
excessive drinking. His diagnosis at t his time was li.cute Hallucinosis. 
Four months from time of admissi on he was ellowed out on visit in care of 
his brother and was disch arged a ye a r later as improved. 
Fourteen yAars later Patient was readmitted. He had been drinking 
over a period of years and had been hallucinated. He was depressed and ate 
very little. He was confused and retarded and stated that he was out of his 
mind. I n three days he heard voices saying unpleasant t hings ~bout him and 
saw visions of animals, wars, lightening and colors. His memory for recent 
events was very poor. He was weak a nd untidy. His improvement was slow and 
it was only after three months that he was able to work and that his mind 
was clearer. In four months Patient 1.vas allowed out on indefinite visit. 
Again three ye ars and seven months later, Patient was sen t to Danvers 
State Hospital. He had been drinking heavily and was agitated. He was 
worried and depressed, violent, uncooperative and destructive. On ad~ission 
! he believed that people ware after him. Ie admitted drinking heavily for 
se ven weeks. The next day Patient attacR:e:d one of the hosp i tal attendants. 




On the third day, he was deluded, hallucinated, anxious, depressed and 
partially oriented. In four months, however, Patient's condition had 
improved and he was cooperative, tidy and we l l-behaved. He was granted thre 
trial visits after being hospitalized for six months• In eleven months 
Patient was well enough to be granted indefinite visit, from which he was 
discharged a year later. 
POSSIBLE ETIOIDGICAL F ACTOFS 
There was a question of dementia praecox in this case when he was firs 
admitted for he was depressed, withdrawn, seclusive, hallucinated, deluded 
and disoriented. He posturized and grimaced, maintaining positions for quite 
a while. Prior to second and third a&nissions Patient had not been eating 
and he had to be fed f orcibly •• 
SUBSEQUENT COURSE OF THE PSYCHOSIS 
After Patient's first hospital experience he made an adequate social 
adju stment. He married, had three children (one of whom died) and worked 
steadily, eignt years for one concern. vVhen work was good his salary was 
$ 25.00 to $30.00 a week, and during slow times, he received $ 15.00 to $ 18.00 
each week. He owned and operated a car and kept house for his elder son, 
then about eleven years old. 
While seen in the After-Care Clinic during the year following his 
second leave from the hospital, he reported nervousness but denied drinking, 
His memory was good as were his insight and judgment. He w~s working but 
not steadily. 
In 1936 when reporting to the clinic, Patient made "a fine appearance" • 
He had been working nights but had been laid off and was receiving city aid. 
1 
He was occasionally bothered by "noises in the head" which disappeared if 
he ignored them. He was eating a.nd sleeping well and was not drinking. At 1 
the time of the last interview Petie nt had found steady employment, was not !' 







Name - E. S. 
Number - 35245 
Admitted - 1936; 1937 
Age ... 68 
Nationality - American 
Sex - Male 
CiVil State - Single 
Relig ion • Protestant 
Case No. 12 
History Given By - Brother, Police and Landlady 
Total Time in Hospital -Four m:mths and fifteen days 
Number of Admissions - Two 
Occupation - Shoe Worker 
F .AMILY HISTORY .AND BACKGroUND 
Father and mother were both born in Massachusetts as were Patient and 
his eleven siblings. The family was Protestant but not active church goers. 
Heredity was negative as far us nervous and ment a l d i seases were concerned 
but patient's father and t wo of his brothers were aa.coholic. 
PERSONAL HISTORY 
patient was born in a seacoast village in 1868. He attended primary 
school only and did not learn to read or write. In his younger days he 
was both a fisherman and a shoe worker, earning a s much as $ 35.00 a week. At 
the time of admission Patient was employed by the Works Progress .Administra-
tion. Patient's general health was considere d excellent. He had had 
scarlet fever as a child but no illnesses from that time on. Patient was 
not married. 
PERS CN.ALITY TRAITS 
When he was himself, Patient was a quiet easy-going sort of a person, 
who spent his time ta L~ing to his cronies in taverns. He was always a 
steady wo rker and was able to take care of himself. 
SOCIAL D,WLICATIONS 
I 
Patient lived with his sister until h is drinking made it impossible for i 
her to keep him so he went to board with a young woman of twenty who was I 
married and h ad four ch ildren. Patient was ext remely fond of one of the 
daughters and cried when she was ill. He was also distressed because the 
------
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family was on relief and the little girl could not have all she might want. 
After his first hospitalization, Patient returned to live with this family 
but assaulted the woman when he was drunk and was forced to move. He took 
a single room in the same tenement house. 
OTHER FACTORS 
Patient is reported to have never had even normal interest in women. He was 
illi terata. 
HOSPITALIZATION 
In 1936, when sixty-eie~t years old, Patient was sent to Danvers 
State Hospital because he beli~.d he had diamonds in his eyes which were 
worth millions. On admission Patient was auditorily and visually hallucina-
ted, frequently irrelevant and occasionally incoherent. He became pug-
nacious and assaultive while being led to a ward. Two days later, Patient 
was seen in bed. He was fairly eooperati ve and showed some menory impair-
ment. His insight and judgment were poor. At the time of his mental ex-
amination, Patient was sociable, working on the ward and had been eating and 
sleeping well. He was pleasant but inclined to be facetious when he failed 
to know an answer to a question. He did not know whether he ha:l been 
mentally ill or not. He did know that he had seen and been frightened by 
imaginary visions and so he said he thought that he would limit his driru~ing 
a little so that this would not happen again. . He was di sch11rged at the end f 
eight days as having recovered from an Alcoholic Psychosis; Delirium Tremens. ! 
I 
In six months Patient returned. He had been drinking steadily and had j 
not been eating. He was assaultive, disoriented and restless. At the time o 
admission Patient was out of cant act for the time but knew who and where he 
was. Hi s recent and reraote merr.ory were i mpai red. He was silly and childish. 
Two d ays later Pat'ient was overactive, destructive. His meiiPry was impaired 
and his insight and judgment were defective. Ik was denuiative, resistive 
and responding to fearful h allucinations. In several days he quieted down 
and became compliant and agreeable, adapting himself to ward routine. During 
· his mental examination, he attempted to be cooperat ive but was irrelevant. 
His moods, while he was under study, varied fro~ apathy and indifferenc e to 
silliness and childishness. His insight and ju9gment were lacking , his 
memory, both recent and remote, was impaired. For t he next three months 
Patient adjusted well. In six months he was allowed to go out on indefinite 
visit under the supervision of his brother and was discharged from this 
visit a year later. 
pOSSIBLE ETIOLOGICAL FACTORS 
I t was known t hat the Pat ient was not eating regularly nor properly 
for some time bef ore either admission. He also had arterio sclerosis which 
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our Doctors considered to be a secondary factor to the psychosis. 
SUBSEQUENT COURSE OF TH"E PSYCHOS IS 
After his first hospitalization Patient waited about two weeks before 
he be-gan to drink. He had applied for and \Vas recai ving Old .Age Assistance 
and spent most of his check for alcohol. I 
Ill After his second hospital experianc e, Patient reported to the Arter ... 
care Clinic that he was a gain rece iving Old Age Assistance. He, his brother I 
and the clinic doctors all felt that he was adjusting well in the community. I 
He was eating and sleeping well. He was not drinking. He did odd jobs 
occasionally and spent his time talking to other reen in the village square. l 
He was neat and . clean and made a gpod appearance. He was well oriented and 







Na:rre - J. R. 
Number - 32932 
.Admitted - 1934 
:Age .... 45 
Nationality - American-C.erman 
Sex ... Male 
Civil State - Divorced 
History Given By - Brother 
Case No. 13 
Total Time in Hospital - Three Years and Six Months 
Number of .Admissions - One 
Occupation - Manufacturer 
F M!!ILY HIS'l10RY J~TD B.ACKGROtniD 
Patient's father was a Yankee who ran a smttll manufacturing business. 
Mother had been born in Germany and brought up ~n this country. Patient 
was the oldest of four siblings. Heredity for mental and f'amilial d.iseases 
denied. Family was Protestant. 
PERSONAL HISTORY 
Patient was born in Massachusetts in 1890• His early development was 
normal. He was considered 8Ii average student when he completed the grammar 
school. Patient first went to work with his father and then, later, with 
his brother in the same business. Patient attempted to swing the concern 
alone and it failed. From the time of his marriage, twelve years before 
admission, Patient worked very rarely. His wife and his f~ily supported 
him. Patient is said to have had sYPhilis in 1916, and, in 1933, to have 
had a gangrenous condition of his feat. His general health was good. About 
1922 Patient married a fourteen year old girl with whose mother Patient used 
to drink. Patient was thirty or thirty-five years old at that time. Patient s 
brother said he believed that there were several miscarriages of the union, 
but Patient, claimed that their marriage was a forced one, after which his 
wife had an abortion performed. 
PERSONJILITY TRAITS 
Patient was genial, pleasant and wall liked. He had many friends who 
were al ways ready to buy him a drink. He did not seem to take responsibility I 
for earning a living for he allowed his father to support him and then his 




Just prior to their ·wedding, Patient's fiance's mother died and left the 
bride .. to-be rather comfortably situated financially., Patient took this as an I 
opportunity to sit around aud drink. The marriage was not a flUC cess. Patien 
accused his wife of unfaithfulness and she divorced him on the· grounds of 
his being chronically drunk. After his divorce Patient had to live alone 
for his own family were disgusted with him. 
OTHER FACTORS 
patient had had syphilis since 1916 and had not been regular in his 
leuetic treatments. Our doctors, however, felt that he did not have any cen ... 
tral nervous system involvment. 
HOSPITALIZATION 
Patient was forty-five years old when admitted to Danvers State Hospital 
He had been seen staggering along the street ar.rl was taken to the Police 
Station along about nine o'clock at night. .At four the next afternoon he was 
still weaving about. At his own insistence he was allowed to go to the venereal 
clinic and then went to the local city infirmary, because the police felt he ·
1
! 
needed to rest. He jumped out of the window and went back to the police I 
station. It. did not seem that Patient. had been drinking but his speech was 
thick and his gait unsteady and therefore he was sent to Danvers. On admissio 
he was unintelligible and confused. When asked about his condition, Patient 
stated that his mother had maltreated him. In two days Patient had a marked 
speech defect, was somewhat confused but was not hallucinated nor deluded. He 
was partially oriented. In ten days, Patient was considered friendly and he 
adjusted well on the wards. F..e was spontaneous, cooperative, relevant, co... 1 
herent and stated that he felt the hospital was trying to help him. He I 
still blamed h is trouble upoO, his mother whom he stated that he actively dis-
liked. He was quiet, c ampoaed and showed appropriate emotional reactions. At li 
the end of a year hi~ condition remained about the same physically and mentall~ 
but his insight and judgment were better. In two years, Patient was allowed 
out on visit to one of his brother's home, frequently. After three years 
and al'llalf of hospital care, Patient was allowed out on indefinite visit fronn 
which he was discharged a year later as improved. 
FOSSIBLE E'I'IOLOGIC.AL FACTORS 
Patient lost about fifteen pounds just a few weeks before admission 
which is believed to have been due to not eating. 
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SUBSE"',UENT COURSE OF THE PSYCHOS IS 
Patient went to work for his brother in the brother's store as a clerk. 
I Both Patient and his brother reported that he w~s doing well and increasing 
the sales. Patient, however, had taken to drinking bear occasionally and 
felt that this 'lould not hurt him wherein hard .liquor would be detrimental. 
He was responsive, talkative and spQntaneous. He was eating and sleeping 
well. He had no complaints to make and for a year adjusted so satisfactorily 








Name .,. H. J". 
Number .... 3527 6 
Admitted - 1937 
Age - 53" 
Nationality ... .American 
Sex - Male 
Civil state - f;larried 
Relig ion - Protestant 
History Given By .... Wife 
Ca se No. 14 
Tota l Time in Hospit a1 - One Year, Two Months 
Number of Admi s sions - One 
Occupation: Prior to Hospitalization - }f.echanic 
FAMILY IIISTORY AND BACKGROUND 
P~=ttient' s family were born and brought up in northern Massachusetts. 
ing childbirth when she ·.vas forty. Patient had one younger brother. His 1 
family were Protestants but Patient was not active in the church. B:eredity 1 
Ris father lived to be seventy-eight and his mother died of septicemia followl 
f or mental and nervrus diseases denied, 
PERS ONAL HIS'l'ORY 
I 
I Patient was b orn in }fassacllusetts in 1883. He was graduated from high 1 
school and then went to work. He owned and operated a garage which h e sold i 
for a profit a..11d then lle went into the oil ... burner business. In 1909 he I 
married. Of the union there were a boy and two girls besides one miscarriage• i 
After the depression of 1929, Patient's work was irregular.. Patient's 1 
general health was considered excellent. i i 
PERSONALITY TRAITS 
Patient was sociable and a good mixer. He belonged to two businessmen' 
organizations• His chief hobby was motors and he enjoyed working over them. 
.AJ:'ound the house he was neat and fussy. He liked washing dishes and insisted 
that the cupboards be kept "just so". 
SOCIAL IMPLICATIONS 





house, ==~======--=-=-=====- ====~~~-==================================~======= 
HISTORY OF M.COHOLISM 
patient began drinking about 192?, when he was fo~ty ... threa, and drank 
excessively from the time he started. The amount, kind of liquor, and with 
whom he drank was unknown as he did his drinking outside of the home. 
Patient attempted suicide by gas three weeks befor e being sent to Danvers 
State Hospi tal. 
HOSPITALIZATION 
.A:t'ter his attempted suicide, Patient became more and more confused. 
He thought the kitchen was the bathroom, tried to sit in a blazing firepla ce 
and his physical condition grew weak. He los t control of his r i ght hand and 
arm which necessitated his being fed. His local doctor recommended his being 
admi tted to Danvers St ate Hospital. Patient was f ifty-thr ee at this time. 
He appeared disoriented, showed memory deterioration for recent and remote 
event s. He had no insight whatsoever. 
In two days, Patient was sean in bed where he appeared to be dull, 
apa thetic, although quiet, cooperative and agreeable. His answers were 
occasionally irrelevant but not incoherent. He was totally disoriented and 
had no jud~aent nor insight. He was put into a crib-bed where he remained 
cont entedly for about two months before feeling wall enough physically and 
mentally to be transferred to an ambulatory ward. His physical and mental 
condition improved to the extant of his being cooperative and working around 
the ward. After being hospitalized for a year he was allowed out ori an in-
definite visit under the supervision of his wife. 
SUBSEQUENT COURSE OF THE PSYCHOS IS . 
Throug::x>ut the year of his contact with the .After-Care Clinic, Patient 
made a fine appearance. He was friendly and soc i able. He stated that he was 
sleeping well and that he had gained weight. Pati.ent realized that alcohol 
was taboo because i t was responsible for his hospitali zation. At each inter-
view he complained of generalized weakness in hi s legs and dullness in his 
arms which prevented him from doing much work . He felt that he and his 
wife were getting along "better than ever". He was well oriented, his memory 
wa~ good and he had lost all desire to commit suicide. At last contact, 
Patient was being supported by his wife because he did not feel equal to work 




Name - A. L. 
Number - 34895 
Case No. 15 
Admitted - 1930, 1932 and 1936 
Age .,.. 50 
Nationality -French 
Sex -Female 
Civil State - Twice Married 
Religion - Roman Catholic 
History Given By - Husband and Sons · 
Total 'l'ime in Hospital - Three Years, four days 
Number of AQ~issions - Three 
Occupation ... Mill Worker and Housewife 
F .PJ.ITLY HISTORY .AND BACKGROUND 
Patient's mother and father were both born and brought up in Canada 
where they died in old age. Mother, who WE),s ninety at the time of her 
death, had lost her memory and had to be confined within her room for the 
last few years of her life. Patient had five siblings. Family were Roman 
Catholics end the Patient's interest \'as normal. The family history was 
pegat ive for m9rvous and mental disorders with the exception mentioned of 
mother. 
PirnSON.AL HISTORY 
Patient was born in Canada in 1880. When a child, Patient and -her fam-
ily moved to Massachusetts and she attended a French School. The family remov d 
to Canada and she com:pleted the seven-th grade there. When she was fifteen yee.r 
old, Patient returned to the United States and went to work as a waitress. At 
t he age of seventeen, she found employment in a textile mill and held this 
osition for ten years off and on. Patient married when she was about twenty~ 
wo. Of the union the r e were five children, only two of whom lived. First 
usband died of tuberculosis after they had been married five years. Patient 
emarried when she was about thirty-five and had two more children. Her 
eneral health was considered to be excellent. 
PERSONALITY TRAITS 
patient liked to crochet and to care for her house. 
van disposition, and, when people called upon her, she was 
tive. She, however, did not take the initiative in making 
ttended the movies two or three times a week. 




SCHOOL OF SOCIA~ WO~K 
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SOCIAL ThlPLIC.ATIONS 
Patient lived with her sec ond husband until his death in 1931 and 
thereafter s he maintained a home for her two younger children. 
0 THER F AC'roRS 
Pat ient was considered to be of low rating intellectuallY+ 
HISTORY OF .ALCOHOLISM 
It was known that ten years prior to Patient's first hospit alization 
in 1930 s he had been drinking heavily and had seen visions . Her dri nk ... 
ing was i n termittent and she usually drank just enough to sustain a sense 
of well being . She preferred home made beer but occasionally supplemented 
her bear by hard liquor. 
HOSPITALIZATION 
When she was fifty years old, Patient was admitted to Danvers State 
Hospital. For three weeks prior to this she had been drinking beer heavily • . 
She became restless, irritable and unable to keep food in her stomach. She 
heard voices and thought that the eyes in her holy pictures were moving.. She 
threw household articles around and tried to hit her fifteen year old daughte 
On admission she refused to talk or to open · her eyes. The three-day note 
di sclosed that t h e Pa tient was partially oriented, untidy and resistive, 
although relevant and coherent. She also had delusions of grandeur. Ten 
days after admission Patient's c and it ion remained unchanged. At the time of 
her mental ex amination, a few days later, Patient was evasive and uncooperae 
tive. She had to be fed by the nurs9s e.nd refusGd to take any kind of 
psychometric tests. She insisted that there was some sort of a plot to send 
her t o Danvers, but would not say by whom it had been instigated. In two 
months 'time, Patient had recovered sufficiently to be a llowed out on visit 
from which she was discharged a year later, condition improved. 
I 
II 
Two years later Patient was again admitted to this hospital because I 
she was talking incessantly and incoherently. She refused food and would not I 
take care of her children nor herself • On admission Patient was resistive 1 
and uncooperative, distur be d, irrelevant a:rrl incoherent. She had neit her in .. j 
sig.h.t nor judgment. Two days later she was depressed, retarded, e vasive tmd 
occasionally irrelevant. She was seen crying on the wards. Ten days ~ time 
1
, 
found her no bet ter. She refused to talk to the physician without h aving her 
son with her for rear t hat she wou ld be forced to sign papers which would 1 
get her into some nameless trouble. Within a month sufficient examination 
could be g iven to detemine that Patient's recent memory was eood, that she 
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was oriented for perscn and place, and that her judgment was poor and her 
insight completely lacking. She appeared somewhat apprehensive, confused, 
fearful, quiet and depressed. For three months afte r this Patient showed 
steady improvement, becoming cooperative and quiet. In her firth month, 
she had a set-back and became agitated to the extent of needing closer 
supervision. In seven months Patient was allowed out on a four day visit in 
the care of her son, against the advice of the Staf'f. She behaved so we U 
that she was allowed another four day leave which was also successful. 
In another month Patient was allowed to go on indefinite visit in the ~are 
of her son, and was discharged a year later. 
It was three years and five months later that J)atient was again 
hospitalized. Her admission paper states that she was careless of her 
person· and her children. She would not eat and could not sleep. She 
heard voices and had hallucinations of a religious nature. Two days 
later Patient was somewhat quieter, irritable,fairly well oriented but 
e xpressed paranoid ideas. She was uncooperat·i ve and unman.ageabla. With in 
' ten~s Patient was a little more cooperative but was bitter about being 
hospitalized. She was fairly well oriented although irritable and stubborn. 
In three months ·she was allowed to go on a short visit which was successful. 
our months from the time of her admission, Patient's condition warranted 
er being allowed to go to the home of her son on indefinite visit, from which 
she was discharged a year later as improved• 
POSSIBLE ETIOLOGICAL FACTORS 
Patient refused to eat while drinking heavily and for weeks before each 
dmission she had little sleep and almost no ~ood. 
SUBSEQUENT COURSE OF THE PSYCHOSIS 
.A:fter her fist hospitalization, Patient adjusted fairly well in the 
ornmuni ty. She caredfor her children and household. For seven months she 
id not drink and then began to take an occasional glass of beer. Her second 
usband d i ed, following an acute heart attac~ _a year after she was out of the 
ospital .and so one of her sons by her fanner marriage supported her and her 
wo younger children. It was another year before she began to drink heavily 
nough ' to become unmanageable. 
After her second hospital experience, Patient went to work in the mills 
and held a position for about a year and a half, end keeping house for her 
fourteen year oid son and her daughter, twenty-one. She did not drink for 
about eight months and then she met a roan who visited her frequently and with 
whom she drank. It is believed that this man wished to marry Patient. She 
attended church regularly· :and still enjoyed her sewing and crocheting . 
Patient finally l ost her job through excessive drinking and then refused to 
eat, spending her time drinking. 
Nothing is lrnown of Patient a1't er her 
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been readmitted. 
OUTLINE USED IN ANALIZING EACH CASE 
IN THE STU.DY 
OF 
ALCOHOLIC DETERIORATION 
Ia FAMILY HISTORY AND BACKGROUND 
A. Ba.ce 
B. Religion 
c. Economic Level 
D. Heredity 
II. PEl\SONAL HISTORY 
A. Birth 
Ba Developmental Progresa 
c. Education 
De Work History 
l. Kind of Employment 
2 • • Number of Years at This 
~h Reasons for Leaving 
4. Salary 
E. Health 
Fa Marital Lite 
1. Age at time 
2. Number of Children 
III. PERSONALITY TRAITS 
IV. SOCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
A. Home Situations 
B. Attitudes in Patient's Community 
V • OTHER FACTORS 
A. Constitutional Make Up 




c. Psychopathic Trends 
VIa HISTORY OF ALCOHOLISM 
A. Duration of Habit 
B. Habits of Drinking 
la Solitar,y or Social 
Work 
2. Intermittent or Continuous 
3. Amount and Kind of Liquor 








A. Admission to l~ntal Institution 
1. Age at time 
2. Events Leading to coming to Hospital 
3. Precipitating Incident 
4. Number of Admissions 
Be Psychiatric Manifestations while Hospitalized 
1. Attitude and Behavior 
2e Emotional Reactions 




5. Personality Changes 
6. Hospital Adjustment 
a. Productive 
b. Cooperative 
VIII. POSSIBLE ETIOLOGICAL FACTORS 
A. Nutritional Deficiency 
Be Use of Drugs Other than Alcohol 
c. Organic Brain Changes 
IXe SUBSEQUENT COURSE OF THE PSYCHOSIS 
A. Social Adjustment 



























Table No. 1 
(Denoting length of hospital care, time in the community 
and social adjustment within that period) 
Case No. 
Time in Hospital 
(For each Admission) Time in Community Social Adjustment 
1 6 months Good 
2 15 months Good 
3 5 months Good 
4 9 days 18 Da.YS Unsatiata.cto17 
10 days 3 Years Adequate 
1 month 1 month Unsatistactor.y 
10 months l'i Years Adequate 
15 months Good 
5 7 days 6 months Adequate 
19 days 20 months 
" 
.. 
15 days 3 months Una at is factory 
:: (Voluntary} · 9 days 2i years Good 
" ,, 
I! 10 days 4 years, 3 months Good 
·I lJ 
!I e days 1 month Unsatisfactory !I 
., 
:I 3 years, 8 months 4} years Good :' 
., 
., 





Good 6 2 years 2 years 






















Table No. 1 (Continued) 
Time in Hospital 
Case No. (For each Admission) Time in Community Social Adjustmen 
I 
7 1 month ~years Adequate 
a dfi\fa at Bostor :Psychopathic ... Trans ~erred to 
Danvers State Hospi al 
1 year, 6 month1 Good 
8 9 deys 3 years, 3 Good 
months 
1j- months Good 
I 
9 8 dfi\VS 2 years Adequate 
l month (Removec against Advice) Satisfactory 
10 55 days 4 months Unsatisfactory 
55 days l year 
" I 
2 years 2 years Adequate 
.. 
~months (Remo, ed against Advice) Adequate 
11 4 months 14 years Good 
4 months 3 years, 7 Good I months 
ll months Good I 
. 
' 12 8 dfi\VS 6 months Unsatisfactory i 
6 months Adequate I 
I 
13 3 years, 6 montt ~- Good I I 
14 1 Year, 2 mohths Adequate I 
15 2 months 2 years Adequatfil 
8 months ~years " 
4 months Unknown 




Table No. 2 
(Denoting Post tion prior to Hospitalization, Economic Status at Peak 
of Career and Work History SUbsequent to Hospital Care) 
Economic Status at Peak 
! Occupation Depend. Marginal Well ... to-d.o SUbse9.uent Work 
l. Factory Worker X Same work I 
I 
I 
2. Professional Man X Same I 
3. Barber X Same 
4. Fisherman X None 
5. lAason-Contractor X Same 
6. Nurse X Cook & Housekeepe 
Office Worker (F) Doctor's Assistw 7. X ant & nursemaid 
a. TNck Driver X Fruit Peddler 
9. Whole~~e Bu.einess X Salesman 
10. Laborer-l?eddler E.R.A. Temporary 
{11 y.ears on relief) X work 
. 
11. Mill Worker X Same 
12. Fi she zma.n, laborer X O.A.A. 
13. Inherited Business ' Salesman X 
. -
.. I 
14. Mechanic X None 
. 
' 
I 15. Mill-worker & Same I, housewife X I= 
-l 
Taking the outline used in each case of this stu~, the following is a 
combination of all the cases. 
FAMILY HISTORIES AND BACKGROUNDS 
Four :patients were not born in this country; six were native born with 1 
at least one :parent of foreign birth. In five instances there is a known I 
history of alcoholism within the immediate rami~ and in five other cases 
there is at least one member of the fami~ who was psychotic. 
PERSONAL HISTORIES _ 
~ducational: .One patient was unable to complete :primary school; eix 
reached grades four to eight; two had the equivalent of high school and 
two others completed professional training. All four of the foreign 
born could read and write English. 
Work Histories: (See. Table No. 2) In these fifteen cases the work 
varied in each instance. The degree of success in employment is indicated. 
roughly by whether the fami~ would be classed as dependent, marginal or 
well-to~o. Of the families who fell into the dependent class, there 
were four of low mentality who were supported by public funds. Seven be-
longed in the marginal economic group, in which illness or temporary un-
employment might mean dependency; four by inheritance or through their own 
efforts might be classed at one time or another in the higher bracket group. 
All patients, with the exception of one, were un~ployed for at least 
one month before hospitalization. 
Health: The general health of all the patients was excellent. Two 






(There was no hietor,y of ulcers elicited in aqy case.) 
Marital: All except five patients ••• four men and one woman ••• were 
or had been married. In only three cases was ' it claimed that the marriage 
was happy; in one of these, the wife, who was of' low mental caliber, was 
protective and refused to acknowledge her husband's drinking; in the 
second case, the wife had not known the patient at the time of' his first 
hospitalization and was not living at the time of his later ones; in the 
third instance, the patient did not start drinking until he was forty~three 
years old. Six marriages were definitely unhappy ••• three ending in 
separation and three in divorce. Two of these six had been married twice 
and neither time had it been successful. The fifteenth patient was a 
woman who was married and widowed twice and it was not ascertained whether 
she might have been happily married or not. As far as known none of' the 
mates was·· alcoholic. 
PEBSWALITY TRAITS 
Ten patients were considered pleaJJant, friendly, sociable persons; 
whereas the other five were seclusive, shy and reticent. As a group these 
patients seemed to be wea.k rather than "bad" people. 
SOCIAL IMPLICATIONS M{D OTHER FACTORS 
For a year or two prior to hospitalization, eleven patients had been 
living alone in rooming houses ••• some because they were divorced or sep-
arated, some because their families and friends were disgu~;~ted with them. 
Two patients were living with their wives; two others had lost their mates 
and were maintaining homes far young chilaren. Four men and two women were 
said to have been sexually promiscuous. Three single male patients showed 
no interest in the opposite sex. 
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HISTORY OF ALCOHOLISM 
In no case was the reas an clear why the patient turned to alcohol; 
for in all but one instance the patients had been drinking for many years, 
from their early youth. It has been shown that they were more or less 
inadequate in their achievements just prior to hospitalization, possib~ 
owing to personality defects which excessive alcoholism certainly did not 
improve. 
Eight patients had police records ••• usually for being drUnk. One man 
was arrested eleven times in eight months for drunkenness. 
Of one woman it was reported that she drank merely to sustain a sen8e 
of well-being. It was not possible in each instance to ascertain the 
habits of drinking; but in two cases it was known to have been solitary. 
One of these tried to cover up his habit. Two others, men of somewhat 
seclusive natures, might also be considered solitary drinkers; whereas the 
rest might be classed as social drinkers, either because of natural in-
clination or because they had no money and depended upon their friends to 
uuy liquor for them. 
HOSPITALIZATION 
Ages at the time of first adlnis sion ranged from thirty--to sixty-six, 
averaging fifty years of age. All but five patients were admitted from 
two to eight times and the total munber of admissions for the t'ifteen 
patients is thirty-nine (See Table No. 1 ). 
It was rather characteristic at each admission that the patient was 
uncooperative for the first few d~s in the hospital, ~t responded to the 
withdrawal of alcohol and made rapid adjustment to the hospital routine. 
All but two patients became cooperative and willing to work about the 
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wards. These two bitterly resented their being at Dam:ers. 
Some patients ultimately diagnosed as "deteriorated" had been 
admitted previously under a leas serious diagnosis; (acute hallucimsts, : , 
delirium tremens or even without J.li3Yehosi8}• Among the thirty-nine ad .. 
missions, twelve were for less than twenty d~s. When a patient was 
discnarged within a few ~s and without being regularly committed, it 
may be ~s.suned that he had recovered from the acute symptonuJ which nee-
essitated his hospitalization, and that at the time of discharge he was 
considered free from psychosis. Every patient diagnosed as "deteriorated" 
remained in the hospital at least two months; and the "deteriorated" 
patient who made good adjustment in the community had remained in the 
hospital at least five months. 
Some of the patients frankly acknowledged that their difficulties 
were due to excessive use of liquor; some admitted that they drank but 
claimed that they did not drink too much; and a few denied the use of 
any alcohol. One man placed the responsibility for his condition upon 
his mother's mistreatment of him as a child. Eleven patients acknow-
ledged alcohol as their Nemesis; among thes~ one who was mentally inferior 
stated that he had alw~s taken liquor and he presumed he alw~s would; 
another patient of low mental caliber felt that he might have to limit 
his drinking so that he would not have "the horrors" again and therefore 
.be returned to Danvers. One patient returned to the hoapi tal voluntarily 
recognizing that he was on the verge of delirium tremen$, and feeling the 
need of hospital care with which he was already fwniliar. Most of the 
patients, even those who had repeatedly slipped, avowed on leal'ing the 




POSSIBLE ETIOLOGICAL FACTORS 
The etiological factors in the psychoses may well be questioned. 
Most of these patients did not eat proper~, occasionally going as long 
as three d~s without food and frequently living on one meal ad~ for 
weeks at a time. A few who were advancing in years showed sclerotic 
change - which might in itself have afforded the basis for a psychosis. One 
man had sustained a head injur.y which might have reduced his tolerance to 
alcohol. It can be seen that go9d hospital adjustment was general and that 
these patients responded well mentally and physically after alcohol was 
withdrawn and the proper diet given. 
SUBSEQUENT COURSE OF THE PSYCHOSES 
Ten patients returned to work at their old jobs or to employment 
on the same level (Table No.2); two patients (both women) accepted work 
along their former .lines but on a slightly lower scale; and two men 
definitely bettered their work status. . One man felt that he was. 
physical~ unable to work. 
Socially nine ~ tients made good appearance and were accepted in 
the community; six others made passable adjustments. 
As seen in the After-Care Clinics during the year following the 
last hospitalization, eight patients denied drinking at this time and 
showed no evidences of it. One of these men said he had no desire to 
drink (this was the patient of low mentality who while in the hofP ital 
had thought that he might have to limit his drinking} and a few 
acknowledged that they could not "handle" liquor. Five other patients 
stated that they drank beer occasionallY but all fifteen claimed that they 
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Inasmuch as these fifteen cases were selected for stu~ on the 
ground that they were under hospital care after discharge from the 
hospital, the group was a favorable one for adjustment in the community. 
Mention should be made of the fact that the average age at the time 
of discharge was over fifty and all discharges were made subsequent to 
1934 when work for persons over forty-ftve years of age would be difficult 
to procure. 
CONCLUSION 
The number of cases is of course too small to justit,y general 
conclusions, but the study serves at least to indicate the need of in-
teneive work in individual cases. It is significant that no single 
faetor ••• in environment or personality ••• was elicited which explains wb¥ 
these fifteen men and women resprte~ to alcohol. The one cornaon de-
nominator was the over-indulgence of alcohol and the over-susceptibility 
to its effects. 
The bright spot is the success with which they found their places 
in the community after being discharged from the hospital. In general 
the longer period of hospital residence ap~ears to have accomplished 
more for the patient than the shorter periods, and it is unfortunate 
that the alcoholic must be psychotic in order to take full advantage of 
what the State Hospitals can do for him. It would seem that the State 
might find itw:or.:t-h while to have additional facilities for the care of 
non-psychotic alcoholics, in order that adequate treatment ~ be 
received before the damage resulting from alcoholism is so serious as 
to justit,y the di~nosis of a psychotic state. 
The patients who are adjudged to be not psychotic are discharged at 










came ••• usual~ without insight, judgment or a desire to reme~ their 
situation. Patients who are collli'li tted have the advantage of the After-
Care Clinic contacts during their first year in the community; but those 
who are discharged as not insane are turned into their environment without 
any further help from the hospital. Therefore it would seem that 
additional facilities for the care of non•psychotic alcoholics, in order 
to retain them longer than the mental hospital is permitted to keep them, 
would pf.OVe of advantage to the State. ~'he patients might then be sent 
into the community in better condition to reassume their social, moral 
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